
 NO Contracts

 Fixed monthly billing

 24/7 VESA accredited call centre for emergency assistance, SVR (Stolen Vehicle 

Recovery) assistance, unit monitoring, bureau and information services for subscribed 

clients 

 VESA/ABS accredited products and services

 Fully trained and experienced technicians, equipped to carry out on-site installations, 

repairs and services to ensure uninterrupted service and fleet operations

 Software and business systems specialists that offer on-site support as well as online 

client support and assistance, training and free software upgrades

 Approved and endorsed by major insurance underwriters and commercial brokers

 Deal with passionate business people that has a vested interest in your business 

success

 Leaders in jamming and risk mitigation solutions

Makes it Happen !
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 24/7 Risk Call Centre

 24/7 Bureau Call Centre

 High Risk event monitoring and 

escalation:-

 Jamming Detected

 Tamper Detected

 Tilt 

 Backup Battery Removed  

 GPS Unlock

 OTA (Over The Air) Limp for Emergency 

Events 

 Stolen Vehicle Recovery Assistance 

(Capital Air)

Our 24/7 Bureau Call Centre offers various 

services to our clients including but not 

limited to the following:-

 Route Monitoring

 After Hour Driving

 Driver Hours Exceeded

 Over Speeding

 Monitoring of Unauthorized Stops

 High Value GIT Monitoring

 Convoy Monitoring

 Geofence Transgressions

 OTA (Over The Air) Limp Mode

 Battery Disconnect

 Management Reports

Pulsit Electronics is industry leaders in real-time asset tracking, jamming mitigation and fleet management solutions
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Pulsit Electronics is industry leaders in real-time asset tracking, jamming mitigation and fleet management solutions

Pulsit Electronics, has developed a system to 

weaken the scourge of truck hijackings and 

depot robberies in South Africa. It works by 

countering the signal jamming devices 

syndicates use to block vehicle tracking 

systems and on-site security systems.

They use a range of jamming devices — some 

of them quite sophisticated, others less so — to 

block tracking systems from communicating via 

the cellular networks or via satellite. 

All GSM, RF, VHF, GPS, Satellite, Radios and 

cellular phones are being affected by jammers 

irrespective of their frequency ranges and/or 

the use of variable frequency technology.  

Various types and more advanced jammers are 

being used by syndicates in hijackings of high 

value goods in transit and depot robberies.  

The more organised syndicates are using 

multiple jammers to ensure that they cover all 

on-board tracking and transmitting  devices 

irrespective of the technology of these units.

Once jammed, they typically either hijack the 

vehicle or work with the driver and move it to 

another location where they offload the cargo.

Several major transport and logistics 

companies in South Africa and abroad, 

transporting high value cargo items such as 

household appliances, clothing, computers, 

electronic equipment, accessories, cold chain, 

palletised food, bulk fuel and other high in 

demand commodities, have lately become the 

target of these syndicates.  

This Modus Operandi is costing the logistics 

and insurance industry billions and the use of 

the Pulsit pro-active jamming mitigation 

solution has greatly benefited the industry in 

the prevention of losses since 2014. 

Pulsit has installed their jamming mitigation 

system in several thousands of vehicles in 

South Africa and saved the industry millions in 

losses and brand devaluation.

Don’t become a victim, call us today for full protection
We offer covert solutions as well as full comprehensive fleet management systems 

for local and cross border fleet operators

Full rental packages are available with a SLA, NO Contracts


